Verifiability is one of the core editing principles in Wikipedia, where editors are encouraged to provide citations for the added statements. Statements can be any arbitrary piece of text, ranging from a sentence up to a paragraph. However, in many cases, citations are either outdated, missing, or link to non-existing references (e.g. dead URL, moved content etc.). In total, 20% of the cases such citations refer to news articles and represent the second most cited source. Even in cases where citations are provided, there are no explicit indicators for the span of a citation for a given piece of text. In addition to issues related with the verifiability principle, many Wikipedia entity pages are incomplete, with relevant information that is already available in online news sources missing. Even for the already existing citations, there is often a delay between the news publication time and the reference time.
• Citation recommendation -we address the problem of finding and updating news citations for statements in Wikipedia entity pages [3] . We propose a two-stage approach for this problem. First, we classify each statement whether it requires a news citation or citations from other categories (e.g. web, book, journal, etc.). Second, for statements that require a news citation, we formalize three properties of what makes a good citation, namely: (i) the citation should entail the Wikipedia statement, (ii) the statement should be central to the citation, and (iii) the citation should be from an authoritative source. We combine standard information retrieval techniques, where we use the statement to query a news collection, and build classification models based on the three properties to determine the most appropriate citation.
• Citation span -from the already existing citations in Wikipedia entity pages and the ones we recommend in our first problem, we propose an automated approach which determines the span of such citations [4] . We approach this problem by classifying which textual fragments in a paragraph are covered or hold true given a citation. We propose a sequence classification approach where for a paragraph and a citation, we determine the citation span at a fine-grained level.
• News suggestion -to account for the ever evolving nature of Wikipedia entities, with relevant information published on a daily basis in news articles, we propose a twostage supervised approach for this problem [1] . First, we suggest news articles to Wikipedia entities (article-entity placement) relying on a rich set of features which take into account the salience and relative authority of entities, and the novelty of news articles to entity pages. Second, we determine the exact section in the entity page for the input article (article-section placement) guided by class-based section templates.
We perform extensive evaluation with real-world datasets, on news collections with more than 20 million news articles, and on the entire set of english Wikipedia entity pages. Our approaches perform with high accuracy on the three problems we address and show superior performance when compared to existing baselines and state of the art approaches.
The thesis and accompanying material is available at http://l3s.de/~fetahu.
